
TROUBLESHOOTING DOSING AND DISPENSING 

PROBLEM: DISPENSED DOSE NOT APPEARING IN PATIENT DOSING INFO 

When/Why this Happens 

If you’re reviewing a patient’s dosing record in Patient Dosing Info and find that a dose dispensed in the past 
(over the weekend, for example) is not appearing in their record, it is likely because it was dispensed out of 
the pharmacy, but never dispensed to the patient in Medical Dosing. 

KEY TAKEAWAY: DISPENSING IN PHARMACY VS DISPENSING IN MEDICAL DOSING 

The use of the term “dispense” in the Pharmacy/Pre-Pour screen as well as the Medical Dosing screen may 
be confusing to pharmacy/dosing staff. Please be sure that your team understands the differences outlined 
below: 

“Dispense” in Pharmacy/Pre-Pour: In the Pharmacy/Pre-Pour screen, doses are dispensed out of 
bulk into unit inventory. Staff should remember this by thinking in terms of “Creating Doses”, not 
dispensing them to the patient.  

“Dispense” in Medical Dosing: Clicking “Dispense” in Medical Dosing is what signals the system 
that the dose has been actually dispensed to the patient and therefore puts that dose in their Patient 
Dosing Info. 

SITUATION: PREVIOUS DISPENSED (TO PATIENT) DOSE NOT APPEARING IN DOSING INFO 

For this example, let’s assume the patient came in on Saturday to dose and their Sunday take-home was not 
prepared. The pharmacy staff (dependent on regulations) went into the Pharmacy/Pre-Pour screen and 
dispensed a unit (from bulk into a unit bottle) and gave it to the patient. On Monday, pharmacy staff 
discovered that Sunday’s dose was missing from the patient’s dosing record (Patient Dosing Info).  

Keeping in mind the Key Takeaway above, we know that this is because the medication was 
dispensed to Unit Inventory (and handed to the patient), but not dispensed to the patient in Medical 
Dosing. 

To resolve this issue and enter the dose into the patient’s Dosing Info, follow the steps below: 

1. Select the unit(s) dispensed to the patient in the Unit Inventory tab

2. Click REALLOCATE and select a future date for the medication date

3. Assign unit(s) to the patient as a take-home dose

4. Go to the Medical Dosing Screen and use the EXCEPTION TAKEHOMES button to dispense the
take-homes you just created to the patient

5. Go to the Patient Dosing Info screen and select the dose(s)

6. Click “Edit” in the left-hand column and update the dispensed date and the medication date

This action can only be performed by those with rights (configured by an Admin) to do so. 

7. Click Update to save changes

NOTE: 

Be sure to use Exception Take-homes in Medical Dosing and accurately reflect the medication date when 
editing Patient Dosing Info. These actions will generate the medication charge in the patient’s account.  

You may also find the following articles from our guide helpful with this process: 

https://computalogic.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360013192994-How-to-dispense-an-exception-take-home 

https://computalogic.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/115004002954-Patient-Dosing-Info-Overview 
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